
be an eyewitness to what 
you haven‘t seen before. borderline 
is the epitome of modern performance 

art which silently yet dramatically 
mirrors historic events. it focuses on 

diversity and the ever loyal bond 

of friendship no matter what threat 
it has to face. the very you will be in the 
core of everyone‘s attention. you won‘t 
know how all this is going to change you. 
or is it the others that have changed? 

is this still real? or have you 
crossed the borderline? unwittingly? 
deliberately? walk on the edge with 
davoud safary alias David Th 
Ausserhuber who has been to over 
30 countries in the last ten years as 
performance artist. his art will also take 
YOU to places still the final walk is 
yours. how far will you decide to go? what will 

it all mean to you? the look beyond the 
borderline will let you feel how the 
others on the other side feel. or is it  
you who is on the other side? 
find your answers and ponder over them while being an 
eyewitness to this highly intriguing and thought-provoking 

walk on the edge.

BORDERLINES
BRENNERO: 
the birthplace of mediative performance art
a historic village on the top of the European Alps
some 100 years ago
it was torn in two and now extends itself over the territory of two 
former world powers 
for over a decade 0104 was the anniversary day of open borders 
still the story doesn‘t terminate here, neither does borderline art

OXUS (RIVER PANJ):
it is this epic river that divides Central from South Asia
the river that has always influenced world events 
0911 finally was the day when everything south of the Oxus became 
one of the most dangerous parts of the world
and still an invisible bond of friendship remains

ARTISTIC IMPRESSIONS FROM 
JOYARD davoud safary‘s stay in places unheard of 
see moments from 30 countries
JOYARD Afghanistan was performed as dramatic stage reading in 
2014 at Kabul‘s Goethe Institute, Afghanistan

BORDERLINE the walk on the edge
is being created for and dedicated to South Asia‘s very first cultural 
capital as an act of art & mediation: Bamyan, Afghanistan 2015/16

borderline the walk on the edge
watch the trailer: www.vimeo.com DAVOUD SAFARY

davoud safary
international mediative performance art 



borderline the walk on the 
edge EXHIBITION

facing borderline: have I gone too far?
display part one IV

PART ONE II
LEAVE REALITY
FEEL THE WALK
where am I? where do you want 
me to be? where are you? where 
do you want me to be? where 
have I gone?

PART ONE I
LEAVE REALITY
FEEL THE BORDERLINE
who am I? who do you want me to 
be? who are you? who do I want 
you to be? who have I become? 
how will you see me from the 
other side of the borderline? who 
have you become? how will I see 
you from the other side of the 
borderline? 

facing the edge: is this still real?
display part one IV

PART ONE IV
LEAVE REALITY
SEE WHAT YOU HAVEN‘T SEEN 
BEFORE: JOYARD

does this mean happiness?
JOYology is Art on the roaD
will I laugh?
will I cry? 

will you laugh? 
will you cry? 

PART ONE III
LEAVE REALITY
FEEL THE EDGE
when will I see you? NOW?
when will you see me? OR 
NEVER?

eat and drink diversity
l‘ultimo caffe
l‘ultimo abbraccio
before I leave

brand new mediative performance art
at world‘s most historic borderline
display part two I

PART TWO II
BE AN EARWITNESS TO

borderline BRENNERO 0104
the walk on the edge

the audible look behind the 
scenes

PART THREE I
BE AN EARWITNESS TO

borderline OXUS 0911
the walk on the edge

dramatic stage reading:
IL GRIDO
the scream of the afghan patient

PART TWO I
BE AN EYEWITNESS TO

borderline BRENNERO 0104
the walk on the edge

01:04:98:0 

the epitome of modern art
unforseen reality ahead of us
display part three II

PART THREE III
BEAR WITNESS TO

borderline my walk on the edge
borderline your walk on the edge

interactive colloquium
how did you see me from the 
other side?

PART THREE II
BE AN EYEWITNESS TO

borderline OXUS 0911
the walk on the edge

01:09:11:0


